Do you love being the center of attention? Do you enjoy speaking in front of a crowd? If you answered yes to those questions, performance is the category for you!

You may perform as an individual or in a group of up to five students.

Have fun creating your costumes, set, and props, but remember simple is often best!

Your performance may not exceed 10 MINUTES.

INTRODUCE YOURSELF!

Make sure to say the title of your entry and your name before you begin performing.
In addition to preparing your performance, you must also write a **process paper** and an **annotated bibliography**.

Head to our website for more information:

**STUDENT EXAMPLES**

*Mary Musgrove: Exploration, Encounter and Exchange in the Life of an Indian Princess*
Mercy Koehler and Devin Snyder, Senior Group Performance, 2016
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yj_xh3ywQYI&feature=youtu.be](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yj_xh3ywQYI&feature=youtu.be)

*Black, White and Blue: Vivien Thomas and the Cure for Blue Baby Syndrome*
Jasmine Hughley, Junior Individual Performance, 2016
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NhiHgBZaOMk](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NhiHgBZaOMk)

You are allowed to use **media** within your performance as long as you operate it yourself.